
“MVPS” - MONTHLY
VIRTUAL PROBLEM

SOLVING MASTERMIND

BETTER COMMUNICATION.
INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY.

MORE PROFIT.

OVERVIEW:

Sean’s MVPs leadership development program 
is a six-month group-coaching mastermind for 
high-potential managers, executives, and 
administrators.

The program is an 90-minute virtual growth 
experience hosted each month on Zoom.

Your leaders will benefit from building deeper 
relationships and trust with their peers in a 
connection segment built into every meeting.

And they will become more effective as a result 
of getting valuable feedback and helpful 
insights during the collaboration segment of 
each session, where 1-2 group members will 
come prepared with an issue that they are 
dealing with and allow other members to ask 
questions and share ideas to help them move 
toward viable solutions.

This six-month commitment for each individual 
included in the “MVPs” Mastermind will benefit 
them tremendously – by developing critical 
leadership skills and increased awareness.

Each month Sean will share a culture-building 
lesson on one aspect of a GREAT culture (goals, 
relationships, expectations, accountability, and 
thanks) that they can apply immediately for 
better performance. Your people will leave with 
improved connections and more confidence!

MONTHLY AGENDA:

5 Minutes  Welcome and CLARITY of Intent

“WE ESPECIALLY APPRECIATED 
YOUR UNASSUMING DEMEANOR 

AND RELATABLE STYLE. THE 
BONDS AND LESSONS WILL 

LAST LONG INTO THE FUTURE”

- Michele Lurvey, Traverse Dental

SEAN GLAZE BIO:
Sean Glaze is an author and leadership expert who 
has worked with clients like the CDC, John Deere, and 
Emory University to increase collaboration, boost 
performance, and build exceptional teams.

As a successful coach and educator for over 20 years, 
Sean gained valuable insights on building winning 
cultures. Today Sean helps organizations like yours 
develop more effective leaders and enjoy better 
workplace performance.

A typical 90-minute facilitated session would include

Each member replies to same prompt with group

Sharing creates meaningful personal interactions



10 Minutes  CONNECTION




Each member commits to action steps and times

Housekeeping items for next meeting

10 Minutes  COMMITMENTS




Sean provides insights and tools on ONE area of team culture

members can implement

20 Minutes  CONTENT



Hot-seat member shares a current challenge

45 Minutes – COLLABORATION



Group members ask questions for understanding



Each member offers advice for solutions



Hot-seat member chooses plan for moving forward




